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September 3, 2019 
Lithium-ion Bull: Issue 51: Woodstock. Lithiumstock.  

 
To be read in conjunction with Lithium-ion Rocks E20: COMING SOON 

 
 

https://www.rollingstone.com/music/music-features/woodstock-50-disaster-872320/ 

https://www.rollingstone.com/music/music-features/woodstock-50-disaster-872320/
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Summer Time Blues – The Who 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kC4S13jcki4
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Western Lithium Americas 
 

I'd love to change the world - but I don't know what to do 
So I'll leave it up to you 

-- Ten Years After 
 
Ten years after I began my lithium journey with a fortuitous 2009 call from my good friend Jay 
Chmelauskas… 
 

 
 
 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBAwv49slC8
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Bad Moon Rising (Live at Woodstock, 1969)  
 

I see a bad moon a-rising 
I see trouble on the way 

I see earthquakes and lightnin' 
I see bad times today 

Don't go 'round tonight 
It's bound to take your life 

There's a bad moon on the rise 
 

I hear hurricanes a-blowing 
I know the end is coming soon 

I fear rivers over-flowing 
I hear the voice of rage and ruin 

Don't go 'round tonight 
It's bound to take your life 

There's a bad moon on the rise 
 
Let’s face it, we all should have followed Morgan Stanley, Macquarie, Alliance Bernstein, whose  
Creedence Clearwater Revival Siren Song was articulated frequently from Q1 2018:  
 

SELL/SHORT ALL LITHIUM STOCKS! 
 

  
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z_HYjS7eErg
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I have made some bad lithium investment decisions – and non-decisions -- over the past four years, and 
since the beginning of 2018 in particular. Going “all-in” development plays in Argentina post 2016 SQM 
LAC investment was not one of them. Nor was saying “Adios” a bit before and a bit after it became 
apparent the “Vamos” Argentina TSX pre-production brine bubble would get hit hard. 
 
Identifying Kidman early was a big win for me as was confirming during my WA visit in Feb 2018 the 
impending 2019 spodumene oversupply and “hiding” in diversified, well capitalized and – in my 
estimation, swing SC6 producer, Mineral Resources.  Having faith in Chris Ellison’s MIN and Foxy Lady 
Wodgina has turned out to be among the least volatile ways to play lithium and it pays a decent 
dividend.  
 
Another good decision was to sell SQM immediately last August after they exited LAC as the Smooth 
Operator disrupted my summer European holiday and morphed into Pinocchio as I visited Tuscany.  Ever 
the Chameleon, though – like one day dancing on graves and another day dancing with Paul Graves – a 
year later I’m starting to feel good Karma about, and kinship with, what Morgan Stanley correctly 
characterized as the lithium “price setter” -- though he should have qualified that he meant of non-
battery qualified material SQM dumped into China last quarter, no doubt to cause further price pain 
amidst their higher cost low quality brethren. 
 
Listening too much to those who told me only to look at SQM’s lagging quarterly prices and not enough 
to those focused squarely at leading-indicator spot pricing, was my biggest mistake. My 40% cash 
position should’ve been higher.  
 

 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_PVjcIO4MT4
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Redirecting pre-production investment dollars to cash flowing producers early last year -- like Livent at a 
slight discount to IPO, and Orocobre at a huge discount to Toyota’s investment price and post securing 
unbelievably low-cost funding from its Japanese partners – had, and still has logic. But in paying a 10-
12X EV/EBITDA I could and should have been more skeptical that Livent’s 30 bp margin growth over 3 
years to 47% at time of IPO would sustain itself in 2019 even though the IPO narrative was that some 
80% of Livent’s 2019 sales prices were, like ALB’s have proven to be, contracted and predictable. Turns 
out Livent’s customers were less reliable and the shelf life of hydroxide forced their hand. 
 
I’m kicking myself that my emerging and commodity markets investing history and instincts didn’t 
accelerate sell orders after 20, 30% down moves. Live and LEARN. THE EXPENSIVE LESSON: however 
great the secular lithium demand trajectory, which I continue to strongly believe and invest in, Mr. 
Market has definitively decided that lithium will trade like the commodity reflected in Ganfeng’s 
earnings volatility: 
 

 
Nothing special in these chemicals 

 
Rodney and I telegraphed these poor Ganfeng 1H results in our respective January notes, understanding 
the lag from high cost spodumene amidst falling selling prices in China in particular. A large Ganfeng 
customer, LG Chem, buys quarterly take-or-pay while Ganfeng is sitting on lots of 2018 high priced Mt 
Marion inventory.  
 
I tweeted that Ganfeng’s near doubling of exports to higher priced Japan/Korea was a highlight in their 
results. Over time, as Ganfeng’s new converters ramp battery grade hydroxide and carbonate with lower 
priced Mt Marion & ultimately Pilgangoora feed as well – a core competence I put high probability of 
Ganfeng executing well -- there’s meaningful scope for $1772 rapid earnings growth and cash flow 
generation, driven by volume and margin expansion. 
 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/jiangxi-ganfeng-lithium-co-1772-hk-top-investment-pick-rodney-hooper/
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/affbaa_a807154acbcf4ca48410877dce6e9f9c.pdf
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But still, a 25 bps operating margin erosion Year-on-Year is big. And the unexpected equity dilution from 
a poorly executed convertible /Hong Kong Rights Offer, a disappointment.  
 

 
 

 
 
Finally, on another bright side, my concentration on finding early my “next” Lithium Americas/Kidman  
history rhyme in Lithium Power and Piedmont Lithium has been absolutely great YTD, if only relatively 
since the beginning of 2018. I retain strong confidence that rich rewards await KISS projects that score 
well on OEM whiteboards at offices in Germany, Seoul, Tokyo, California, and, of course, North Carolina 
– recall my favorite $ALB repurposed slide entitled “Charlotte’s Web”:  aspiring producers of battery 
grade chemicals into 2023/24’s expected shortage; high quality, scarce, differentiated developers in 
proven, secure, sustainable jurisdictions.  
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Fun Fact!  Jimi Hendrix was the highest paid and headline performer at Woodstock 
 

Hey Joe 
 

    
 

Schoolhouse Rock 
Interjection 

 
In my observation, the rush to allocate global equity and debt capital to explore for and produce from 
WA spodumene in 2016/17/18/19 was, and is, as rational, if not more so, than the substantial 
investment dollars flowing into the School of Hard Brines in Argentina.  
 
I comment below about “The New Star Alliance is (still)Born” but a key punchline is to applaud Galaxy 
for allocating time and money in their WA-to-China converter core competence. Seems you can never 
proceed with too much caution when it comes to Argentina. Sovereign Risk. Technical Risk.  
 
If you’ve not already done so, please listen to LithiumIonRocks’ April podcast with Gerritt Fuelling, who 
spent the bulk of his career overseeing $200M in Asia lithium sales for Rockwood Lithium.  Brines in 
Argentina are quite a bit different, harder and costly than brines in Chile, no matter what feasibility 
studies may say. 

S1 E7: Like a Rock(wood) Lithium 
 
Qualifying Argentina brine for battery grade applications from the Olaroz basin has been very difficult 
for Orocobre. Livent’s been breathing life into the Dead Man Hombre Muerto for 20 years and required 
hundreds of millions of unplanned investment over many years to perfect.  Gerritt – and my June visit to 
SQM Atacama – informed me how different is the brine Ganfeng historically processed from SQM.  
 
I continue to like Ganfeng and mostly for its proven ability to turn WA rock into Korea/Japan-qualified 
batteries and imminent volume growth there. I observe though, that its strategy to purchase SC6 rather 
than pursue deeper vertical integration, makes Ganfeng, for the next several years, the highest cost 
producer among ALB, LTHM, for example, for battery quality chemicals to Tier One customers like LG 
Chem/VW, Panasonic/Tesla. 
 
In pursuit of big, long-term prizes, Ganfeng’s lithium chemical production profile has become more 
technically and jurisdictionally risky since its IPO with deep investments being made in greenfield 
Argentina brine and, it seems, greenfield clay in Mexico. Its battery business continued to lose money in 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nNkhcQ0fhyY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_e24kdjdbtw
https://soundcloud.com/lithiumionrocks/like-a-rockwood-lithium-33019-115-pm
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1H 2019 and we were reminded in their half yearly filing of its solid-state and recycling endeavors, 
which, while holding VC-like returns if successful, come with immediate cash and management time 
allocation and leave an impression about potential over-reach.   
 
Meanwhile, as my Lithium-ion Rocks co-host Rodney Hooper commented last month, a substantial 
cause of “oversupply” from WA spodumene concentrate producers are DEMAND related:  
 

“delayed ramp ups: Downstream buyers and offtake partners are either delaying or not 
accepting deliveries. The reduction in EV subsidies in China is taking its toll on future sales. Post 
June the ~50% subsidy reduction took full effect. Further, sales of passenger cars have fallen 
substantially in 2019, meaning EV sales have faced major headwinds. Based on cathode 
production numbers released for June 2019 and anecdotal evidence from EV manufacturer’s 
production plans, expect China EV sales growth to continue to slow for the balance of the 
year. As a result, non-vertically integrated spodumene concentrate producers have built up 
inventory. Some are cutting back production in the near term (Pilbara Q3)”. 

 
In short, current WA spodumene producer challenges are principally the result of: 
 

1. Substantial, secured debt at high interest rates from nascent producers 
2. Over-reliance on unreliable Chinese converter customers/partners hurt by trade war collateral 

damage/liquidity/slower GDP 
3. Weaker-than-expected Chinese demand due to NEV subsidy changes 
4. Operating performance/product quality from Alita and Altura – with Primero’s help – has been 

on balance quite good relative to Pilbara, and previously, and even presently with Galaxy/Mt. 
Cattlin and Mineral Resources with Mt. Marion at similar stages of production.  
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Alita – A Death Star Alliance? 
 

 

 
 
 

A short time ago, in a Galaxy not far away, $A40 announced in early March that they had consolidated 
their disparate debt pieces into a single secured note with Tribeca Capital Partners, simpler and lower 
interest rate reflecting A40’s “producer status” following good commissioning and product quality. 
 
A few weeks later, Alita announced an innovative MOU contemplating a Joint Venture with its Chinese 
converter partner Jiangste in which both would share equally from lithium chemical produced from Bald 
Hill. And soon thereafter, a AUD 32.5M equity placement to Jiangtse (AUD10M) and Galaxy Resources 
(AUD 22.5M) becoming largest shareholder with 11% stake, but no board seat. 
 
And then Rodney and I interviewed Mark Calderwood, MD of Alita broadcast May 21: 
 

E12: A New Star Alliance is Born 
 

Rodney further wrote an article for Seeking Alpha, picked up by the Aussie press flagging the quality and 
resource expansion potential of Bald Hill and relatively cheap valuation (some 3X expected cash flow) 
Galaxy paid at 20 cents. 
 
Rodney and I – and much of Mr. Market – didn’t anticipate or “price in” Trump’s abrupt walk away from 
Xi a few days later and letting the next round of tariffs kick in end of May. IMO, this event – creating 
global equity market uncertainty and lithium-specific collateral damage - as much as any other factor, 
has caused the acceleration of the lithium downturn – in China in particular -- throughout June, July and 
August and A40’s, Altura’s and Pilbara’s pain. 
 
The Alita/Jiangste JV looks to me a microcosm of ALB/MIN Kemerton/Wodgina. I anticipate a likely 
outcome will be some deal of this sort, implemented by Galaxy, who, like Albemarle, have talked about 
seeing opportunity in acquiring quality working-capital-constrained converters in China. See exchange 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h5psCjg5-cI
https://soundcloud.com/lithiumionrocks/e12-a-new-star-alliance-is-born-a40-gxy-002176
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4265271-galaxy-resources-takes-strategic-stake-alliance-minerals-operator-bald-hill-lithium-mine
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below with Reg Spencer of Canaccord discussing this idea as well as Galaxy’s confidence their POSCO 
dollars held in an Argentine entity but outside of Argentina is freely available to be used for vulture 
capital WA/China. 
 

Sidebar: Perhaps Ganfeng/MIN will restructure their off-take agreement like this once Ganfeng’s 
100% off-take right changes next February? 

 
Simon Hay has taken over Galaxy in the MD/CEO role and the Q2 written results commentary and call 
reflected far less of the bullish lithium market outlook the company has been well known to articulate. 
Could Galaxy be purposefully painting a bleaker outlook to extract more attractive relative economics 
for its shareholders over the $A40 shareholders it appears looking to subsume? 
 
Much as I don’t want to see Alita shareholders suffer, I consider Galaxy allocating more time and money 
becoming an integrated WA/China player with Bald Hill to be smart. The current team at Galaxy 
Resources have been among the most astute deal makers and shareholder value creators of their 
lithium generation -- a bit behind Orocobre, IMO, but meaningfully ahead of Western Lithium, Lithium 
Americas, Canada Lithium/RB Energy. 
 
$GXY completed their POSCO sale just in time to be (“basically”) out of reach of the capital control 
authorities and are one of only a few cashed up, experienced lithium players who seem able to nimbly 
seize opportunities presented by the temporary working capital crunch feeding its way through the 
supply chain. 
 
Galaxy seemed to suggest the process with A40 will take weeks. With A40 in trading halt there’s not 
much to do there, but I’m sensing potential opportunity in GXY’s dramatic price fall and am watching 
this debt restructuring dialogue closely. 
 
But with Argentina in default, protests in Hong Kong seemingly worse, rising tensions between Japan 
and Korea, further US tariffs on China, and bears like Morgan Stanley suggesting more short-term pain, 
I’m not yet rushing yet to dollar-cost-average down lithium’s falling knife. 
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With a Little Help from My Friends 
 
In keeping with my New Year’s objective of fewer sand shorter Lithium-ion Bulls, l end on the positive 
note with a little help from my friend Tara Berrie at Orocobre – always insightful analysis from the front 
lines; required reading for anyone trying to make sense of the lithium roller coaster. 

 
--- 

Tara Berrie, Orocobre, Market Overview 
 
Over the course of FY 2019, lithium chemical prices in the seaborne and China domestic market 
converged as China’s demand growth slowed and the country’s macroeconomic factors again impact a 
broader global lithium market. 
 
Following the initial decline in 2018, China’s domestic prices were placed under increased pressure by a 
more stringent EV policy incentivizing higher battery energy density and range, requirements that could 
not easily nor quickly be met by China’s domestic battery supply chain. 
 
In addition to these market-related factors, China’s decelerating economic growth and escalating trade 
tensions with the U.S. raise concerns of the current account deficit due to trade imbalances. With this in 
mind, the Chinese factory supply chain began to destock. 
 
During the December quarter, China became a net exporter of lithium carbonate for the first time in 
over eight years, further encouraged by a price arbitrage toward the seaborne market and a reduction in 
the VAT from 16% to 13%. 
 
Chinese suppliers targeted markets traditionally served by South American producers, including South 
Korea and Japan, resulting in significant inventory build. In response, ex-China markets sought out 
slower shipping rates. As a result, South American suppliers commenced trade with China but at 
significantly discounted levels to meet domestic market prices (read: SQM). 
 
Pricing in the seaborne supply to the Chinese market and declining prices created more challenging 
conditions for the Chinese conversion industry. Whilst spodumene prices declined significantly 
throughout the year, many Chinese conversion plants still held inventory of earlier higher-priced 
shipments. 
 
In an endeavor to reduce working capital, Chinese conversion plants began to destock, requiring 
Australian hard rock producers to immediately delay shipments, restructure offtake agreements and 
moderate plant production to manage inventories at the mine site and local warehouse facilities. 
 
Independent converters remain the marginal suppliers to the market despite reduced spodumene prices. 
The cost of production to some converters remains elevated due to spodumene inventory purchased 
during the higher-price environment. But while industry expansion has come under pressure, lengthy 
projects and ramp-up timelines in addition to extensive customer qualification periods leaves the 
market vulnerable to a supply shortfall given long-term demand fundamentals remain strong. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3s-dSoDptVc
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A demand driver that is underestimated by much of the market yet continues to add pressure to car 
manufacturers is the carbon footprint of their supply chain and the penalties that will be imposed in the 
not so distant future. The more stringent and sizable penalties for carbon emissions in the European 
Union will be imposed in just 16 months. 
 
Under the new regime, a penalty will be imposed for vehicle emissions over 95 grams per kilometer, 
which compares to the current industry average of 118.5 grams. If the 2021 regulation was in operation 
in the European Union just last year, major car manufacturers would’ve been penalized a total of almost 
US$40 billion. As a result, car manufacturers were highly collaborative with upstream raw material 
suppliers as, for many, the potential carbon emissions penalties dwarf the cost of failing to invest in 
rechargeable battery and EV manufacturing facilities. 
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Orocobre’s view on medium to long-term supply is underpinned by overstated capacity claims and 
underestimated projects ramp-up and qualification time lines. Our view on demand has been instilled by 
downstream car manufacturers’ commitments in battery capacity expansions. While there will be 
periods of market imbalance both on the demand and supply side, Orocobre forecasts market growth 
of over 17% CAGR to 2021. 
 

  

 
 

NOTE: Orocobre forecasts 17% CAGR & only through 2022, which is more conservative than 
SQM’s 21% through 2025 forecasts. NOTE: ORE’s red line base case intersects a significant 
amount of “marginal brine” or “marginal or new converter”. It seems that battery grade lithium 
chemical by 2020/21 could be in short supply at LTHM also suggested. 

 
Or, as Wired magazine quoted extensively from Rodney Hooper yesterday: 

 
“if Tesla and VW meet their published sales goals, there’ll be no lithium left for other electric vehicle 
producers.” 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

https://www.wired.co.uk/article/lithium-oversupply
https://www.wired.co.uk/article/lithium-oversupply
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Disclaimer  
 

Lithium-ion Bull (Forest Hills) is a periodic publication, written through my advisory firm RK Equity 
Advisors, LLC. In this and other Lithium-ion Bulls and the podcast Lithium-ion Rocks! I often share some 
rationale for a stock in which I have some conviction – for or against – and may own directly in my own 
retirement or taxable accounts. If you agree or disagree with and act on or against the rationale of 
anything written in this or any other Lithium-ion Bull or Lithium-ion Rocks! podcast, that is your free 
choice. But to be clear, the opinionated commentary you’re reading is not investment advice, nor 
recommendation and may not be unbiased. I am not a registered investment advisor nor broker-dealer.  I 
may act, or may have acted in the past, as a financial advisor, or capital raiser for certain of the 
companies mentioned herein and may receive, or may have received, remuneration for services from 
those companies. I, RK Equity as well as their respective partners, directors, shareholders, and employees 
may make purchases and/or sales of securities mentioned here-in from time to time, subject, of course, 
to restricted periods in which we may possess material, non-public information. As of September 3, 2019, 
RK Equity or its principals own securities in Mineral Resources, Altura Mining, Piedmont Lithium, 
Savannah, Ganfeng Lithium, Albermarle, Livent, Lithium Power International, Lithium Americas and 
Orocobre and have or have had over the past 48 months fee-paying advisory assignments with Western 
Lithium/Lithium Americas, CleanTeq, Millennial Lithium, Altura Mining, NeoMetals, Kidman Resources, 
Nemaska, Bacanora, Lithium Power International and Piedmont Lithium. The information contained 
herein is not financial advice and whether in part or in its entirety, neither constitutes an offer nor makes 
any recommendation to buy or sell any securities.  

 
 
 


